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"Even a very small percentage
of nuclear weapons penetrating a
defensive system would cause hu-
man suffering and death far be-
yond that ever before seen on this
planet." This statement was ex-
pressed by the Council of the
American Physical Society on
April 24. 1984 while discussing
their concerns about the Strategic
Defense Initiative. The subject
matter of the SDI is the next topic
for the Wooster Forum.
At 7:30 pjn. on Monday Octo-- '
ber 31. Professor Shila Garg will'
be the host for Dr. Janice Button-Shafe- r.
Button-Shaf- er will speak
on "Star, Wars and Scientists."
Fifty-seve- n year old Button-Shaf- er
was bom in Cincinnati. Ohio and
is married with three children.
She graduated from Cornell Uni-
versity at the top of her class in
1954 from a five-ye- ar engineering-ph-
ysics program. She studied
for a year at the University of
Gottingen. Germany, and then, in
1959. received her Ph. D. in
Physics from Berkeley. Califor-
nia. Button-Shaf- er is a member of
the Honorary Societies Tau Beta
Pi and Sigma Xi. and is also a




On Nov. 2. Dr. James McBride.
professor of religious studies at
the College of Wooster. will
present a lecture entitled
"Liberation Theology and the Ni-carag- uan
Conflict" at 7:30 pjn. in
Lean Lecture Room.
McBride, now in his third year
as a member of the College's fa-
culty, received his bachelor's de-
gree from Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, his master's degree from the
University of Chicago, and his
doctorate from the University of
California at Berkeley.
Before arriving at Wooster. he
worked as an instructor at Johns
Hopkins, was an adjunct faculty
member at Graduate Theological
Union at Berkeley, the University
of San Francisco,- - and Sl Mary's
Dr. Button-Shaf- er has said that
the highlight of ber post-doctor- al
career was fom 1959-196- 6 when
she was a research physicist with
the Alvarez Group at Lawrence Ra-
diation Lab. Her research work
has ranged from assisting in the
construction of a pulsed-neutro- n
generator at Max Planck Institute
to the Alvarez high-altitu- de exper-
iment, in which she had primary
responsibility for development of
trigger system Parge scintillation
and Cerenkov counters, electron-
ics) for 100-Ge- v proton studies at
100.000 feet altitude. Dr. Button-Shaf- er
currently has over sixty-fiv- e
publications credited to her
name and is she currently a full
. Professor .. at the : University of
"" "Massachusetts.
.
Beth Lewis, the Assistant to the
Dean of Faculty here at Wooster.
said that Dr. Button-Shaf- er made a
point in stating that she cares a
great deal about communicating
with people about scientific work.
"At first," said Lewis, "I was try-
ing to plan to have two scientists
debate the pros and cons of SDI,
but when I talked with Dr. Button-Shafe-r.
she told me that there is
no support for SDI within the
Physics Community. It was at
Continued to page 5
College of California at Moraga.
and as is the case at Wooster, was
assistant professor of religious
studies at the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma. Washington.
Dr. McBride's lecture will focus
on the struggle that continues to
exist within the Nicaraguan
Church. There has been great
conflict over what the Church is."
he says.
A small part of the Nicaraguan.
population, such as the minority
leftist parties, favors the Tradi-
tional Church, a community in
which power originates at the
highest level. McBride describes
this Church as "authority flowing
from the top in a type of hierar--
.
chy." In contrast, the majority of
the country, adhering to a more







LISA MIKSCH, who plays "Bety Meeks," and DOUG WEBTZ,
Sear," will perform In the play "Tha Foreigner" for Pareta,,
by SUSAN M. GALE
This week the Wooster Forum
will move across the street from
its usual place in McGaw Chapel
to Freedlander Theater as the
Wooster Theatre department produ-
ces The Foreigner, the sixth event
in the Wooster Forum Series.
Communities in Conflict.
The play revolves around Char-
lie, an Englishman, who stays in
a fishing lodge m Georgia. Due to
a misunderstanding, the residents
of the lodge come to believe that
Charlie cannot understand Eng-
lish, and viewing him as different
from the norm, they begin to ste-
reotype him in many ways.
The problems caused by the
misunderstanding and the stereo-
typical treatment of Charlie make
for a "delightful farce," according
to Stanley Shultz, director of The
Foreigner. Shultz says the play is
a farce as a genre of play, which
is different from comedy.
A comedy genre has a corrective
function to it, while "the farce has
the sole purpose of arousing
laughter." says Shultz.
Shultz expects to arouse much




play after seeing it in London
where it left him "weeping at the
intermission" from laughter. The
Foreigner is a part of the Forum
because the play displays the ste-
reotypes humans place on others
who are different from themselves,
and the treatment that people
from a different community often
suffer through when they enter a
new community.
"One of the beautiful aspects of
this play is mat there are no two
characters exactly alike." states
Shultz. "Each is different type."
Shultz says the play has a "little
bit of the Marx brothers, Neil
Simon. Woody Allen, and Che-ko-v's
short stories."
The Foreigner was written by
Larry Shue, who began his profes-
sional life in the theater as an ac-
tor in New York. Although he was
successful in the acting profes-
sion, Shue discovered he also had
much talent in playwriting. He
wrote two plays before he was
killed in a plane crash at the age
of 39. His other play is The Nerd.
Shultz calls The Foreigner one
of the best plays of its type writ-
ten in this decade, and says that if
Shue "had lived 20 more years.
Number 8
Newsservices .
who play "Froggle Lc-- '
'
.Weekend.
there is no telling what kind of
beautiful comedy he could have
written."
The Foreigner has a more seri-
ous side as Charlie must deal with
the Ku Khix Klan. a group which
dislikes the foreigner and tries to
intimidate him. Shultz says the
play takes a "comic treatment of
the Klan," but "holds them up to
ridicule."
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Letters to the editor: Student Edifrimi
Republicans dress up as jailers
Hoskins responds
' Dear Editor,
Although it seems rather odd.
Republicans can be humorous.
Their display last Friday is a case
in point. Halloween is not until
the 31st but a few of them decided
to dress in inmate costume to
make a statement about the Mas-
sachusetts prisoner furlough. pro-
gram. Even though the group
looked cute in their costumes,
they could not hide the fact that
they were trying to distort and
sensationalize Michael Dukakis'
position on the issue of crime.
The Republicans want us to be-
lieve that the Massachusetts fur-
lough program is an aberration of
the judicial system. It is not. Forty-f-
our states and the federal gov-
ernment have similar programs.
The Republicans want us to be-
lieve that Dukakis is handing out
"weekend passes" to every murder-
er in the state. They also cite, far
too frequently, the unfortunate
case of Willie Horton. Despite
this one incident, which has been
exploited to its limit, the Massu-chuset- ts
program is one of the sa-
fest in the country.
In its 16-ye- ar history, only
three-tent- hs of one percent of the
nearly 100,000 people furloughed
committed crimes while on leave.
Of the 11 first-degr- ee offenders
who committed crimes while on
leave, eight happened in the first
two years of the program - before
Dukakis even served his first
term.
The view that Dukakis is "soft"
on crime is ridiculous. Other facts
support this view. In his current
terra as governor, the violent
crime rate in his state has dropped
by 13.4 percent which is well
above the national average. Mas-suchuse- tts
also has the lowest
)TH
homicide rate in the country.
Obviously, Dukakis is not
"soft" on crime. And although the
display by the Republicans was
amusing, it was not enough to de-
stroy the tough, solid position
that Michael Dukakis has on
crime.
All of the above figures are
from Time, June 17. J988. pg








The College of Wooster, like all
distinguished liberal arts colleges,
is a community of scholars which
supports and encourages, indeed
requires, teaching and learning in
an atmosphere of free inquiry and
intellectual honesty. .Distortion
of the truth, whether innocent or
intentional, has no place in such
a community and ought to be dis-miss- ed
and rejected by members of
the College whenever it occurs.
Last Friday. October 21. 1988.
many members of this .college
were dismayed and insulted by .'the
complete abrogation of intellectu-
al honesty perpetrated by mem-
bers of the College Republicans
who, costumed as prisoners, hand-
ed out to sometimes reluctant and
unaware recipients, small yellow
"GET OUT OF JAIL FREE cards de-
signed to remind one of the
'Community Chest' cards from the
board game MONOPOLY. These
cards carry the statement that they
are distributed by the College Re-
publican National Committee
1988 CRNC. More to the point,
the cards are supposed to relate to
the current political debate over
STREETS
WAP'
Governor Michael Dukakis' posi
tion on crime. Sadly, however,
these cards and the distribution of
them to Wooster students are only
- the latest in a very long series of
attempts by some in the Republi-
can campaign to distort, misin-
form and lie to the electorate.
For example, on the reverse side
of the cards is printed an abridged
version of the often recounted sto-
ry of the prisoner from Massachu-
setts who, while on furlough,
committed another homicide. The
furlough program is referred to as
"Michael Dukakis' plan," which,
of course, it certainly is not.
Chief executives of states or of
the nation cannot furlough prison-
ers; only legislative bodies can do
that. The Massachusetts plan was
not authored by Gov. Dukakis;
rather, it is a plan written and au-
thorized by the state legislature.
What is even worse, the card
states that "Mr. Dukakis has, in
the last several years furloughed
more than one murderer per day."
What an outrageous attack on in-
tellectual honesty and how insult-
ing to thinking individuals! ' Any
child who has had the benefit of '
third grade arithmetic can reason
that such a statement is false sim-
ply because the numbers wouldn't
make sense.
A modest amount of researcTi 're- -'
veals the following:
(1) Some 40 states in the nation
have furlough programs for pris-
oners.
(2) 36 of these states have pro-
grams in which prisoners guilty
of capital offenses can be fur-
loughed.
(3) There is at least one case
where a prisoner, convicted of
murder, was furloughed as a result
of a federal program permitting
such furloughs, and committed an-
other murder while on furlough.
Continued to page 3
r9V
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Yet, I am in college now. I had to remind myself of that when I considered
the incident last Friday when college students dressed up as prisoners and passed
out imitation Monopoly game pieces. I found oat k was the College Republ-
icans distributing information about the upcoming election.
I am not affiliated with any party: the only knowledge I possess of the polit-
ical groups on campus comes from articles in the Voice and signs on the walls
of Lowry Center. The political action on Friday was certainly attention-gettin- g
but the more I considered k the more offended and disgusted I became.
Distributing information is a guaranteed right which as .a journalist, I whole-
heartedly support. Also, I need reminders of the current aspects of the develop-
ing presidential race. However, the fact that Republicans are tempting students
with a game leads me to believe that they wish to attract voters with foolish-nesiUsguis- ed
as humor. There is nothing funny about blatantly slamming the
opponent and mocking the issues.
Presented with a well reasoned agroment about Bush's stand on the issue of
crime, students may be persuaded to vote Republican. Having received the TJet
Out of Jail Free " card, the only assumption that I can make b that the Republi-
can campaign is hoping to gain votes by manipulating the public. When Re-
publicans at Wooster support this stand, it disgraces their organization and the
atmosphere of learning on this campus. If politics is the joke that dressing up
and giving out game pieces shows k to be. then perhaps all of us should just
write in Milton Bradley as our presidential choice.
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In last week's article entitled
"RW Center Consultant makes
case for use of 'freshmen'...the de-
bate continues," Barbara Hustwit
makes an argument for the term
"freshmen." and she is entitled to
that opinion. Some of the things
she mentions, however, put the
women's studies program, the
fight against sexist language, and
the support of the term "first-yea- r
student" in a bad light.
Hustwit argues that "change in
language must come out of order,
coherence, and necessity, rather
than insistence." It seems to me
that if enough people insist, then
it becomes necessity. The term
"first-ye- ar student," in my mind
does two things. First, it includes
.women and men, and second, it
promotes awareness of the impor-
tance of that as something worthy
of attention, both on campus, and
in the world at large.
Next, her undermining of the
importance of the term Ms. in a
society where women have been
assessed in terms of their marital
status hence Miss and Mrs. is
offensive. I do not know of any
feminists, at least on this campus,
who "insist on calling women
Ms." I do know that the majority
of feminists embrace the term as
relevent and important for discus-
sion, both in terms of freeing
women of the bind of marriage as
their ultimate' goal rather than
considering marriage as an op-
tion, and in terms of how it af-
fects language as a whole in soci-
ety.
In Hustwit's statement, "it is un-
fair pull to quote one 'expert' to
support a belief and then expect
the reader to be persuaded." she
ignores the importance of brevity
in newspaper writing. Quoting
numerous sources or covering en-
tire pages with text simply means
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that many will not read the entire
article. This is why the W.R.C.
did not support their argument
with numerous sources. If Hustwit
sincerely believes that Lerner is
the only person who holds the
particular views quoted by the
W.R.C. writers, she is sorely mis-
taken. Wendy Matyna, in
"Beyond the 'HeMan' Approach:
The Case for Nonsexist Lan-
guage" Casey Miller and Kate
Swift in "Who is Man?", and
Karen Adams and Norma Ware in
"Sexism and the English lan-
guage: The linguistic implica-
tions of being a woman" all ad-
dress, similar issues, and these are
only three articles in an enormous
body of literature in support of
the topic.
Furthermore. Hustwit's quote,
"All females must be aware that it
sexism is alive, well, and ram-
pant in not only this small com-
munity but in the world" is sim-
ply not based on factual inform
tion. She implies that being a
woman means being aware of sex-
ism and the issues at hand. One
of the greatest problems that fem-
inists face is the education of peo-
ple about their options in the
world, and more importantly, the
fact that their feelings of oppres-
sion and' overbearance are shared
by many. Ignorance about the ex-
istence of sexism is well-reflecte- d,
for example, in Hustwit's mention
of menopause as one of "women's
medical problems." Menopause is
a biological event that all women
will face at some time or another.
It is not a "medical problem" just
as graying hair and wrinkles are
not medical problems. However,
it is a common societal miscon-
ception that menopause is a
problem, a misconception that







Continued from page 2
(4) The vast majority of these
furlough programs is considered
by persons expert in such matters
to be quite successful and without
unfortunate consequences.
(5) Gov. Dukakis, who person-
ally did not support the specific
provisions of the plan enacted by
the Massachusetts legislature,
worked tirelessly to modify the .
program following the infamous
"Willie Horton case" so that such
prisoners who were not eligible .
for parole could not be furloughed
in the future.
In light of these facts then, it is
particularly disappointing, indeed
reprehensible, for college stu-
dents, in the interest of promot-
ing a particular political point of
view, to distort the truth and to
lie to their peers. It is both an
affront and an insult. The first
obligation of the scholar is to get
the facts straight! I call upon the
leadership of the Wooster College i
Republican organization to apolo-
gize publicly to the campus com-
munity for their misguided actions
and to denounce the false informa-
tion contained on the little yellow
cards. Only by doing this will
the organization have any credi-
bility of intellectual integrity. .
Sincerely,
John M. Russell
Associate Professor of Music
XV vjtaf :jjJ- -
nrr--T n r fi- - r c
Ferdinand E. Marcos, former
President of the Philippines, and
hU wife. Imelda. hve been
charged by Federal Grand Jury ia
New York with embezzling more
than 100 mfllioa dollars from the
Philippine government. The
icharse indicates that they used the
money to buy 3 buildings in New.
York City. The charge carries
maximum prison sentence of 2D
years. ;
residential candidates ex
chaste issttlts - oa crime:
Vice-Preside- nt George Bush and
lassachusettes Governor Michael
psiaiis blamed each other for
pavir.g poor record is de&Iir.g
with crime. -- Bush, accepting tie
badge of a slain officer in Hew
York, ruz nested that Dukakis does
sot understand the erief of a &ai
patrolman's faef, lie also fervid
ed hi rpcr,t to back vp ti,e
kfcug rail in Ccrcresa that ircl-i- es
ahe death verJ?r..te-t?l':i.- .
Mead responds
Dear Editor,
While approaching Lowry Cen-
ter around lunchtime last Friday, I
noticed several persons dressed in
what appeared to be prisoner's
uniforms handing out literature.
"What's this?" I thought,
"Halloween came early? A reun-
ion of Reagan appointees?" It
turned out to be the College Re-
publicans. They were distributing
"information" about Mike Duka-
kis' record on crime. The cards
they handed out detailed the rape
of a woman by a convict who. es-
caped Massachusetts while on a
two day furlough from prison.
The card went on to read, "Mike
Dukakis is the killer's best friend
and the decent, honest citizens'
worst enemy." Hmmmm...College
Republicans have never been
known , for their subtlety or fi-
nesse in campaigning, but I
thought that statement a bit much,
particularly since that phrase was
taken from the national Bush cam-
paign. Since the Bush campaign's
version of the facts resemble the
truth about as much as Dan Quayle
resembles a president, a little
sorting of fact and fiction is in
order: '
FICTION: The prison furlough
program is an ultra-liber- al pro-
gram used only in Massachusetts.
FACT: 46 states including
Ohio, the District of Columbia.
AND THE FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT have a similar furlough
program because it has proven to
.!-sx--
-- j y-- v
1.lySi (fsMiMsAM-- H W
murders. Dukakis said thatJBush's
"record on crime and law enforce
merit J pathetic," '-- " '
Hurricane kills lit in Ca-
ribbean leaving hundreds of ;
thousands homeless:
. A hurricane over the Pacific
Ocean killed 111 people 153 still
missing in several Central Amen- - ;
can countries. Nicaragua had a
death toll of 53 and 3C3.CC0 re fa--
gees as the most effected country.
Panama, Costa Rica, Colombia ,
and Venezuela are other countries
.
affected by the hurricane. ! '
scientists ; awarded Nobel
' 3 American scientists won the ;
Nobet Prize ia physics last week
while 3 West Germans got the
Nobel Prize m chemistry, '
Nigeria near tie end of
la power since 1985, General ;
Ibrahim S. Eabandisa. Nigeria,
- military mZ.TK announced that his --
'plans are ti lead has nation to
two-par- ty civilian rule by 1971.
Cectnse C-- e cr.2-pr-y state is now
COMMENTARY-- Page 3
reduce crime in the long run.
FICTION: The furlough program :
is a liberal Democrat idea.
FACT: The Massachusetts fur-
lough was started by REPUBLI-
CAN Governor Francis Sargent
and continued by conservative
law and order Democrat, Ed King
now a Republican. Even Ronald
Reagan ran such a furlough pro- -,
gram while he governed Califor-
nia. It was, in fact. Mike Dukakis
who removed first degree murder-
ers from eligibility in the fur-
lough program. --
FICTION: As Governor. Dukakis
has a weak record on crime.
FACT: The FBI clearly docu-
ments, in a 1988 crime report,
that while crime has risen by 4
percent nationally in the last five
years, the crime rate in Massachu-
setts has dropped by more that 13
percent under Governor Dukakis.
The FBI also reports the murder
rate in Massachusetts has dropped, ;
under Dukakis' control, to the
lowest of any industrial nation.
.
As Governor, Dukakis has also
increased the state police force by
over 20 percent - to the highest
number in state history!
Dukakis' "Governors Alliance
Against Drugs," is a one-of-a-ki-nd
program involving local commu-
nities, schools, parents, and pri-- --
vale industry to fight drui abuse.
The Alliance has reached out to
schools across the state to educate
students on some of the dangers
of drugs early on in life, and it
has been a huge success in reduc-
ing drug-relat- ed crime. The Drag
Continued to page 5
announcement atrt1 t i
tion of aH African leaf irs.
The: 108th U.S. Cocreis
adjourned last Saturday:
The, Congress adjourned tf:rr
evaluations of the term by Demo-
cratic and Republican leaders. Ti.
overall point made was t:.t tfter
many years of partisan ar-t-o-ni- sm
in the House, the 1S27-S- 3
sessions were fruitful.' enacting
"many laws without psrf:?.n f.;.' :-i- ng.
" .
Soviet Union faces ; re'.- -
lenu ia its Baltic , t
trai Asian reycllcs:
, Recent movemc. jf rr' --'- 1-i,
- ism have occurred Li L La- -
laaM'-Iitisni.a- . T.
Soviet Unlra is r - ' n f
ethnic jroi ; s, tl ; i
refers cc-.:!- i. t
' country, t y r; ' - . .
!i::ppuUics.,s::::Kowev
. r, i : C- -
in Soviet ov;.;- - : , ' ,
- has, of yet, r.ct i..
party' ofHch's ii C - r
have even j i t'
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Profiling the Young Republicans
by YALMAN ON ARAN
Two weeks before the Presiden-
tial elections, the College Repub-
licans firmly believe that George
Bush, the Republican candidate,
will win.
"The Republican Party is bet-
ter organized and has done a lot at
the grassroots level. Also, the
United States is becoming more
and more Republican," said Joel
Hastings, - the President of the
College Republicans on campus.
The other officers present at the
interview also added that they
think the undecided voters will
swing towards Bush's side.
To parallel the attacks by Bush
on .Dukakis over crime control,
the College Republicans distribut-
ed 800 small cards blaming the
Massachusettes governor for his
furlough program. The cards say,
"Mr. Dukakis is the killer's best
friend and the decent, honest citi-
zens' worst enemy." When asked
if they considered their action too
harsh on Bush, the officers
agreed, but stated that it was a toll
of "negative campaigning" only.
They also explained that the cards
were supposed to be taken as hu-
morous criticism of an issue.
Rob Cratchner. the Treasurer of
Better dead than red?
Coming this November to a the-
ater near you - The Cold-W- ar Film
Series: "America's Changing Sen-
timent Towards Communism."
Explore the phenomenon of the
Red Scare and its changing hues
from 1939-197- 6.
The first feature film in the ser-
ies, "Mission to Moscow" 1943,
exemplifies America's pro-Sovi- et
sentiment during World War II.
Post-W- ar attitudes changed dramat-
ically as seen in the next three
films. "My Son John" 11952,
portrays America's paranoia of
Communist infiltration during the
McBride'
Continued from page 1
progressive attitude, believes the '
Church should recognize the
needs of the poor and oppressed.
The latter view, called Liberation
Theology, is presently dominant
since the Sandinistas, currently
the most powerful and influential
!
Nicaraguan party, favor such a
church.
As a result of Liberation Theol-
ogy's dominance, groups that fa-
vor the Traditional Church have
constantly attempted to overthrow
the Sandinistas and the "church of
the poor." For instance, the Con-tra- s.
a band of Honduran troops
supported by the United States,
violently oppose Liberation The-
ology. Consequently, they have
created a great deal of unrest and
instability among the Nicara--
the College Republicans, con-
fessed that he didn't agree with the
selection of Dan Quayle for the
Republican Vice-President- ial nom-
inee and said that he believed
Quayle wasn't ready for office yet.
. Hastings agreed that Quayle
wouldn't make a good President.
"However," he said, "even if Bush
dies, which won't happen, the
Democratic Congress will impeach
Quayle as soon as he gets it. So
Democrats shouldn't worry about
this."
The young Republicans have
many reasons as to why everyone
' ri -i, 0
DanStetankik
Young Republican JOEL HASTINGS stands-- outside of
Lowry Center with fellow "Inmates."
late '40's and '50's. "Invasion of
the Body Snatchers" 1956, sym-
bolically shows how Communism
might take over the world. "Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington"
1939, represents the genre of
films accused of being Communist
during the Blacklist Years of the
'40's and '50's. In spite of the
continuing Cold War. by the 60 s
criticism of the Red Scare became
acceptable. "Dr. Strangelove"
1964, reflects the period of self--'
examination and ridicules anti-Communi- sts.
Continuing this
guans. In fact, the government
has issued an estimated 400.000
weapons to civilians for their pro-
tection during the present state of
emergency.
To this date, the Contras have
generally failed. Yet, they remain
persistent, and daily conflicts un-
fortunately continue. McBride re-
alizes a possible solution to the
problem is the discontinuation of
U.S. support to the Contras since
"these troops cannot survive with-
out U.S. aid;" however, he also
believes that the American gov-
ernment is unlikely to end its al-
legiance with the Contras since
the U.S. has a history of backing
Nicaraguan dictators who favor the
Traditional Church. In addition,
the U.S. is fearful of a potential
revolutionary uprising created by
should vote for Bush. They argue
that Bush is more experienced,
that his economic policies will
keep America strong, that his de-
fense policies are supreme to
those of Dukakis and that he
won't levy new taxes.
Recently, the College Republi-
cans have organized a trip to see
George Bush in Medina, regis-
tered 34 voters, and they answer
questions every Monday in Lowry.
They were planning a trip to Akron-
-Canton airport on Tuesday to
see Bush again when this article
was prepared for publishing.
form. Woody Allen's film, "The
Front," 1976 exemplifies the
plight of screen writers during the
Blacklist Era.
These six films are open to the
campus free of charge, the first of
which is "Mission to Moscow." It
will be shown on Tuesday, No-
vember 1. The films will contin-
ue in order of appearance in this
article on the following dates:
Nov. 2. Nov. 7, Nov. 14, Nov.
16 and November 22. All films
will be shown at Mateer Auditori-
um at 7:30 p.m.
the Sandinistas if the Contras
were to withdraw. "Since Nicara-
gua is in our sphere of influence,
we the U.S. feel we could possi-
bly be affected by such a revolu-
tion," he states. He parallels this
concern with that of the Vietnam
War when many people were afraid
Communism might . spread
throughout Southeast Asia if the
South Vietnamese were to lose.
The U.S. will not take any
chances in dealing with (he Sandi-
nistas and therefore. Contra aid
will continue as the Church con-
flict in Nicaragua remains ever so
present.
McBride hopes his lecture will
create an increased awareness and





BY DAVID WIGHAM AND JEFF
BAAB
Halloween 4: The Return of Mi-
chael Myers has debuted at the
Lyric Twin Cinema just in time
for All Hallows Eve. As the title
implies, Michael Myers is alive
and well enough to terrorize a
small Illinois town in search of
his seven year old niece, the
daughter of the; Jamie Lee charac-
ter. Living with foster parents,
the little girl manages to elude the
evil one until the authorities ar-
rive to "kill" him again. Donald
Halloween Pleasence and a bevy
of unknowns star.
D.W.: Tis the time of year for
cider and donuts, raking leaves,
carving pumpkins, and Halloween
sequels. And tnis year is no dif-
ferent. When the wind turns cold
and the World Series comes to a
jubilant end, one thing we can all
count on is the resurrection of Mi-
chael Myers, the thing that
wouldn't die. How do you critique
horror movies. Jeff, by the body
count or screams from the audi-
ence?
J.B.: . I judge them by the scares
. I get from a film. I just can't
bring myself to criticize this film.
It's Halloween. Everyone likes.,
to have a good scare.' This film
has a couple of them. 'But : the
low budget horror film is here to
stay. Too bad all the scares are
low budget, .
D.W.: I agree, but what makes
this picture special is its macabre
fascination with the villain; he is
a man with no conscience. But as
he chases the seven year old
around the town, I couldn't help
wondering if the days of the clas-
sic horror movies are coming to
an end. No screams emanat- -'
"Foreigner"
. Continued from page 1
The Foreigner is a combination
.
College-tow- n production, and two
members of the cast are from out-
side the College. They are David
Drumm. from Wooster, who plays
Charlie,' and Doug Wertz, from
Mansfield. Student members of the
cast include Steve Shrock. senior.
Lisa Miksch. junior. Paul
D'Addario. Doug Kiley, and Denice
Kondik. all first-ye- ar students.
Helping Shulz to direct the play
was Assistant 'Director .Bob Camp-
bell, senior. ' Scott Dixon, a first-ye- ar
student, is the Stage Manag-
er. The set was designed by facul-
ty member Dale Seeds, and Kim
Vaughn produced the costumes.
ed from the audience, only laughs.
The blood and "gore are mini-
mized, and even poor Dr. Lupis
looks worse for wear. The shock
value of the violence is toned
down while the frightful images
are enhanced. .
J.B.: There really aren't many
of those either. The film is a
standard chase. The actor who-playe- d
Myers has to be given
credit. It has to be tough to play
a cuisinarL Throughout the film,
Myers dices and slices - the only
thing he doesn't do is French fry
and julienne. He does, however,
deserve credit for one thing. In
the first two films, he got sixteen
people. He betters himself in this
one by getting sixteen and a dog.
Give the guy an award.
D.W.: Out of all the suspense,
terror, and violence, I loved the
ending. Although I can't write
. about it, the end is fitting and
thought-provokin- g, in a morbid
.
sense.- - So if you feel ghoulish
and if you are not afraid of the
dark, trot on down to the show
and take in this seasonal slasher.
Please note though, the manage- -
ment at the theater has asked me
to inform you that all butcher
knives must be checked at the
front desk.
J.B.: ..The ending only served to
ensure a sequel, but who care? It
was a pretty good twist. I wasn't
expecting an ending like the one
in this film.
D.W.: B- - J.B C
Halloween 4: The Return of Mi-
chael Myers is currently playing
at the Lyric Twin Cinema at 7:15
pan. and ' 9:00 pan. nightly.
.
Monday night is College ID
Night. Admission is $230 with a
college ID.
Susan Terrano, a senior, designed
the lighting, while Clarence Wil-
liams, a first-ye- ar student, worked
on the sound for the play. Eric
Parks, another first-ye- ar student,
was in charge of props, and Jule
Nogee, a sophomore,' controls the.
lights.
Shults, a Theater professor at
the College has taught at Wooster
for 25 years. He teaches acting,
directing, history, and children's
theater.
The Foreigner will be shown
both tonight and. Saturday evening
at 8:15 p-m- .. Tickets are available
at the Frewflander Theater Box Of-
fice for a fee, and are .free to Col-
lege of Wooster students. ,,
Continued front page 3
Enforcement Agency report? that
the Governor's Alliance has re-
duced drag use twice as fact as any
state and is now used as a national
model by the D.E A.
Mike Dukakis has stood up to
the National Rifle Association and
passed some of the toughest gun
control legislation in the country.
Dukakis has, and will continue
to, oppose the over the counter
sale of submachine guns and bul-
letproof armor piercing 'cop-kill- er
bullets.
Mike Dukakis has riddled out
the corruption in Massachusetts in
such a diligent and honest manner .
as to warrant praise from Republi-
cans as well as Democrats.
FICTION: George Bush has a
tough record on fighting crime.
FACT: George Bush has no record
on fighting crime. He has publi-
cly condoned the lack of ethics in
the Reagan-Bus- h administration
which saw over 100 of its appoin-
tees leave tinder a cloud of wrong-
doing, many of whom have been
indicted of felonies and even con-
victed.
Bush was put in charge of the
South Florida Task Force respon-
sible for stopping the flow of il-
legal drugs into the country. But
only a year later, a bipartisan re-
port of the Government Opera-
tions Committee recommended the
abolition of the Task Force say-
ing, "south Florida had more de-
tections capability before the
The DePaul University
Professional Master of Science
in Accountancy Program
1989 liberal Arts and Sciences Graduates:
a special announcement concerning
careers in business specifically for
Liberal Arts and Sciences students.
The School of Accountancy of DePaul
University, Chicago, Illinois, a 75--ye- ar
leader in innovative accounting
education, offers to selected graduates
" of prestigious Liberal Arts and
Sciences programs the Professional
Master of Science in Accountancy.
The program is offered in conjunction
with the nation's leading accounting
firms, is highly competitive, and
restricted to students sponsored by
the participating accounting firms.
The PMSA Program begins the week
of June 19, 1989. Recruiting for the
program is currently in progress.
work of the Task Force." Even
the Reagan appointed head of the
DEA testified before Congress,
saying Bush had made "no materi-
al contribution" to stopping the
flow of drugs into the country.
While George Bush claims to be
the administration's "point man in
the war on drugs," CIA reports
now clearly prove that the agency
was aware of Panamanian dictator
Manuel Noriega's drug running
into the U.S. Bush, nevertheless,
still supported efforts to aid No-
riega both as head of the CIA and
as Vice-Preside- nt.
After almost two years. Bush
still refuses to detail his role in
the illegal Iran-Co-n tra affair. He
claims "not to have been in--
The 15-mo- nth program entails:
immediate (June 1989) employment
in the Chicago office of a sponsoring
accounting firm.
an accelerated course of study in
business and accounting a growth
- industry at Chicago's DePaul
University.
Successful completion of the DePaul
PMSA Program results in:
A Master of Science in Accountancy
degree from the Graduate School of
Business of DePaul University
Full-tim- e business and accounting
experience with a major accounting
firm
Eligibility to sit for the CPA Examina-
tion in Illinois
Broad career opportunities, and
advancement, in professional account-
ing with your sponsoring firm.
For more information on the PMSA Program, contact the placement office on this
campus, which is cooperating with this program, or Dr. John T. Ahern, Jr., Director,
School of Accountancy, DePaul University. 25 E. Jackson, Chicago, Illinois 60604,
(312) 341-877- 0.
formed" about the affair, but Mem
of Zeal , anew book by two sena-
tors a Republican and a Demo-
crat on the Iran-Co- n tra affair
committee, clearly shows Bush
was present at at least seven meet-
ings where the deal was discussed.
Finally, if Bush really opposes
furlough programs so much, why
has he waited all his life to say
so? Thousands of prisoners in
federal penitentiaries have been
granted furloughs over the last
eight years, and some committed
the same heinous crimes Bush --
now accuses Dukakis of allowing
under the Massachusetts program.
If Bush was as much a "co-Preside-nt"
as he claims to have
been, why didn't he ask the Presi
Editorial
Condoned from page 3
many feminists are trying to
change.
Hustwit also says that concern-
ing ourselves with "petty stands"
like sexist language may "suggest
to doubters that the larger issues
either don't exist or that the at-
tacker lacks the power to confront
them." This overlooks several
things. Sexist language is impor-
tant not only because it makes up
a smaller part of much larger is-
sues like sexist advertising, ver-
bal harassment, etc but also
cause it perpetuates stereotypes
about and reinforces sexism to-
ward women.
Moreover. I would argue that
there is nothing "sterile" about
women's studies classes. Being a
"wife, mother, and working wom-
an" gives a person experiencial
information which is crucial to
women's studies. It does not.
however, necessarily mean that
that person is "in touch with real-
ity" in any way other than
through his or her own personal
perspective. This perspective is
only one of several billion peo
ples' which cross issues of race
and class (among other things)
Button-Shaf- er
this point that Dr. Button-Shaf- er
and I agreed mat she would pro-
vide a historical perspective on
SDI, and in so doing this, outline
various viewpoints that wfll help
the students here at Wooster un-
derstand why there are conflicts
about SDI and where die sources
of that conflict are." Dr. Button-Shaf- er
win also be addressing
questions of how the scientific
community has responded and
dealt with the possiblity of SDI
coming into a full existence.
. At this point in time, the Coun-
cil of the American Physical Soci-
ety believes that, "it is likely to
be decades, if ever, before an ef-
fective, reliable, and survivable
defensive system could be de
dent to abolish diem or at least
publicly denounce the system?
Could it be
A) He wasn't quite the "co-Preside- nt"
he claims to have been
or
B) He didn't oppose furlough pro-
grams until he thought he could
win voles by exploiting the issue,
or
QBoth?
The . evidence is clear and over-
whelming. When it comes to
fighting crime, George Bush talks
tough, but Michael Dukakis is the




that many mothers and wives do
not even recognize.
Finally, to suggest that the rea-
son that we, as feminists, are sup-
porting "first-ye- ar student" as a
term at the College of Wooster
has anything to do with "Big
Brother" and Galpin Hall is pre-
posterous. I see no sign of this
campus following the beck and
call of the administration hence
the campus outcry against the ju-
dicial system in recent weeks.
While we are indebted to Galpin
for putting this term into use, we
are enforcing and supporting it on '
our own as members of the student
body, faculty, and administration.
I expect that disagreement about
the term "first-ye-ar student" win '
continue at the College for a long
time to come. But, I hope that it
will be an informed, educational
drhatr. rather than one which pro-
motes stereotypes and misinfor-
mation about feminists' views of
sexist language, and. closer to
home, the women's studies pro
gram at the College of Wo
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE. EEtTOCt
ployed. Development of proto-
types or development of SDI com-
ponents in a state of technologi-
cal uncertainty risks enormous
waste of financial and human re-
sources." It is also the belief of
this Society, of which Dr. Button-Shaf- er
is a member, that it has the
responsibility of expressing con-
cerns about the Stategic Defense
Initiative. Dr. Button-Shaf- er has
emphatically stated to Beth Lewis
that she is concerned about this
matter and wishes to inform the --
students here at Wooster - about
what SDI is an about and what it
wiU mean to the future of the
United States security planning
and to the process of arms control
if it is approved.
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Ms. Conceptions
by A WOMAN'S BLOCK
In American Society, the media
is possibly the most influential
agent in perpetuating stereotypes.
Advertising, in particular, con-
veys- a number of messages to
people concerning how they
should look, act, etc, and what
products will enable them to do
so. Many times, it is clear that
these images are false and prey on .
the consumer's desire to achieve
the goal projected for them by the
advertiser. Others present stereo-
types that are. not so clearly rec-
ognizable because they are so im-
bedded in our culture. Most dis-
turbing are those which use imag-
es of women and their bodies in a
particularly degrading manner or
those that create limited catego-
ries into which all women are ex-
pected to fit i.e., temptress,
housewife, mother, and secretary.
It is these types of advertise-
ments that we find not only sta-
tistically false and misleading, but
also disturbing- - and worthy of pro-
test. For, as women, we are sub-
ject to the negative stereotypes
that they serve to perpetuate con-
cerning how women should look,
dress, etc., and where our place in
society is today.
Judging from the women who
appear in advertisements, one
would be likely to think that the
average American woman is not
only a housewife, but also that
she is particularly concerned with
how her laundry turns out, how
shiny her furniture is, and how
good dinner tastes to her husband
and children. This woman went
out with June Cleaver, and al-
though the advertising industry
- continues to cling to this image,
it is no longer based in fact.
However, as advertisements con-
tinue to present such images,
women are made to feel that cook-
ing, cleaning, and other home-base- d
tasks should be of particular
Amnesty International addresses
violations of human rights
by ROWLAND BRUCKEN
In Haiti, a priest known for hi
opposition to the government re-
ceives death threats just before Jus
congregation is attacked by men
wielding machetes and clubs. In
Brazil, peasants who refuse to
give tip their small land holdings
to large multinational corpora
uons are lolled with governmecs
complicity. In the United States,
the two main determinants cf
death ptxatlty 'sentencing are &
race of the accused sad the rto ef
the victim. . -- . 1 , :
These three situations are not at
all unusual. AH three are funda-
mental- violations of " human
rights AS three cases have been,
taknt vg ty Amnesty Intemaiion- -
concern to them. . This, in fact, is
expected not only of women who
stay at home, but also of those
who have jobs. Therefore, the as-
sumption that if women choose to
work, they should also be expect-
ed to maintain their homes to ac-
tually work a "double-day- " is re-
flected and perpetuated through
these advertisements.
In addition to being presented
as the "happy homemaker" in ad-
vertisements for cooking and
cleaning products, women also ap-
pear very frequently as sex-objec- ts
and temptresses in advertisements
for "male" products such as cars,
business equipment, and cigar-
ettes. One might gather, from
such ads that when you buy the
product, the woman comes with it,
or that owning the product will
make you more attractive to fe-
males. These ads are obviously
based on the assumption that only
men are concerned with buying
such products and that women are
primarily objects that can be ac-
quired just as easily. Using wom-
en's bodies to sell is a particularly
disturbing way in which the male-dominat- ed
advertising industry
continues to reflect and recreate
how women are looked at in a
male-dominat- ed society.
How many times have you seen
ads such as those described above?
We would guess that the answer
would be a lot more than once.
This is based upon the fact that
these types of ads are so prevalent
in American culture that seeing
them in almost any magazine or
on any T.V. channel is no less
than unavoidable. It is important
to recognize that the majority of
images of women in advertising
are stereotypes and that these im-
ages are not accurate representa-
tions of women in society or of
the expectations that should be
imposed upon women in any role
that they might assume.
Amnesty International, the re--'
eipient of the 1977 Nobel. Peace
Prize, is an international orgsm
zatkm dedicated to the enforce- -
meat of the United Nations Dec-
laration of Human Rights. Since.
. its inception in 1963. Amnesty
International has: fought for three
main goals: freedom for all pris-
oners of conscience, fair and
prompt trials for all political pris-
oners, and the " abolishment of
capital punishment. Headquartered
in London, -- organization gath-re- rs
evidence of human rights abus-
es from around the world and" cir-
culates it to local and campus
groups ia over 60 nations. As a
result, thousands of letters are
- J Continued to pay 12
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Sociology
by CATHY TAYLOR
On October 12, approximately
20 students began the "Social
Trackers." This is a club for soci-
ology, anthropology, and social-welfa- re
majors. The club was ini-
tiated to unite the department ma-
jors through a periodic newsletter,
social activities, and discussion
panels.
The newsletter, with the inten-
tion of providing information
about the careers of Wooster alum-
ni from the department, giving
updates on I.S. projects, and an-
nouncing department plans, will
be circulated to all department ma-
jors. The first newsletter will be
printed after the next meeting
when a secretary-treasur- er is elect-
ed.
Other aims of the club include
the establishment of a Sociology
Table, guest speakers, discussion
panels for the student body on
various social issues, and intramu-
ral volleyball or bowling. Plan--
. a
nine lor all events win dc con- -inclusive and
an experiencial stand
by KAREN SHELBY
once upon a time in a small high
school near the great lake eric a
confrontation was taking place,
the title of a course was the issue.
'man in conflict '. (this was a
particularly wonderful class includ-
ing good books such as-kafk- a's
metamorphisis and hansberry's
raison in the sun), the name
changing committee was not too
keen about going through the te-
dious process of changing the
name of the course just because a
few women felt left out. (after all,
it was a lot of paper work and as
everyone knows, 'man' is the
grammatically correct term.) frus-
trations mounted yet the commit-
tee did not waver. until...a small
liberal arts college called to ques-
tion: was 'man in conflict' a liter-
ature course? a history course? --
the title was ambiguous! the com-
mittee hastened to their pens,
they quickly signed the necessary
paperwork and the title became
'conflicts in literature.
this same group that was frustrated
with the 'conflicts' conflict also
had problems with the sports
teams' name, all of the athletes
were called 'shoremen', including
the females, this, the group said,
just wasn't right, (there was a cute
mascot though, shorty shoremen,
and on game days the cheerleaders
drew straws to see who got to
dress up as shorty!) the name
changing committee conceded
quickly on this one. (they had
had enough trouble.) 'shoregals'
it was. so now this high school
had male teams made up of men
club gets
SOCIOLOGY CLUB
ducted through the four commit-
tees: Social, Educational, Devel-
opmental, and Newsletter.
The "Social Trackers" will be
sponsoring a party for all depart-
ment majors on Wednesday, No-
vember 2. at 9:00 p.m. One-doll- ar
donations will be collected
in all sociology classes, or they
exclusive language:
and female teams made up of gals.
the 14-1- 7 year old boys felt im-
portant to be called men at such
an early age their- - parents were
very proud.
about a year later one of these
girls at this high school left to
become a woman at the college of
wooster. in her first week she
heard a lecture on inclusive
exclusive language, she felt at
home, at first calling herself a
woman was a little more difficult. '
as she reached her final year of
her college education she no long-
er found it difficult, she found it
imperative. she began to feel
frustrated by people insisting on
using exclusive language, she be-
gan to slide corrections in during
other people's conversations, in
one such incident she corrected an
east indian student in his use of
'mankind', this man retorted that
in the u.s. of a. 'man' was a gener-
ic term, but the woman did not
feel generic and she said so. he
reminded her that 'man' means
everybody, if it means everybody
how come she did not feel includ-
ed? her thoughts were simple, if
anyone ( even one person) felt ex-
cluded by it then that tern was ex-
clusive language, she was certain
of it. she wondered how he would
feel if she included him in woman-
kind, excluded? (maybe)
a lot of words have the word man
in them, this woman felt that
these words were exclusive and
should be eliminated, some were
frequently used such as chairman
and fireman, it is sometimes awk-
ward to say chairperson and fire-perso- n,




can be mailed to Greg HaiL
Although the club is still work-
ing on the charter and will not be
funded until second semester, it is
in the process of initiating activi-
ties throughout the department.
Meetings will be held on alternate
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in the
Holden Lounge.
why change the word? artist, doc-
tor and grocer were words that
could mean anybody, so. chair-ona- n,
chairperson' and chairwoman...
could become chair. chairTtT'the
department, it even sounded o.k.
that way people writing to a de-
partment would not have to worry
about who they were writing to.
no more mr. mrs. or ms. just
chair of the department, it was so
easy, stewardstewardess would
become flight attendant, police-
manpolicewoman no more, police
officer it was. everybody could
remember simple words like that,
but.. .no one wanted to. ("man is
generic 'man ' is not generic)
frustration was now this woman's
roommate.
man is even in woman, and male
is in female, it was difficult to
take the 'man' out of woman, the
woman tried though, one other
woman didn't like that, she liked
the man in her. (all of the time
our woman asked.) so. she
pinned her hair up, pushed up her
shirt sleeves and went to work,
she substituted 'myn' for 'men,
they called her a feminist. : a mili-
tant one. (and she was so little
too) so. she took her hair down,
pulled down her shirt sleeves and
tried a different spellmg-wimmi- n.
they called her a lesbian, (but she
didn't look like a lesbian.) one
person asked her why she even
bothered, didn't she know that it
was hopeless? useless, ridicu-
lous, why worry, and she was so
pretty too. and so feminine, and
such a nice girL did she mind be-
ing called a raving feminist? she
wasn't raving. ..just mad.
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Said speech on the Palestinian-Israe- li
conflict makes
by CHRISTIAN RUCH
After two uninspiring Forum
events. Edward Said's dramatic and
controversial speech Monday
night was a welcome relief to
Wooster students. While students
varied on their opinion of the
speech's content, most agreed it
was provacative and well-delivere- d.
Said began his speech by giv-
ing some history behind the Pa-
lestinian struggle. He described
the Palestinians as a people who
have been opressed and violated
by the government of Israel for at
least forty years. He also pulled
no punches in placing part of the
blame on the United States. Said
pointed out that the US. has giv-
en billions of dollars in aid to Is-
rael despite consistent violation
of human rights by IsraeL He also
mentioned that the Zionists
kicked the native people of Pales
'!' "
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EDWARD SAID, 5th speaker in the Fall Forum Series, ad-
dressed students In McGaw this past Monday.
Options '89: Human Service,
a V. i r x 1 rAction, ana lniernauunai upui luuiucs
"Options "89 : Human Service,
Community Action, and Interna-
tional Opportunities" is a unique
program planned to take place at
the College of Wooster, Novem-
ber 3 and. 4. Co-sponso- red by Ca-
reer Development and Placement,
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
and Wooster Community Action,
the program will provide students
with practical information on ca-
reers in human service and social
change. N
' "Options, 89" will emphasize
the importance of preparation and
dedication necessary to make vol-
unteer, part-tim- e, full-tim- e or in-
ternship work a rewarding experi-
ence. The keynote speaker will
be Millard Fuller. Founder and Ex-
ecutive Director of Habitat for Hu
good impression
tine out of their own country with
the support of the VS.
Said used many shocking statis-
tics in his description of the con-
flict between Israel and the Pales-
tinians. He cited that in 1948,
when Israel was first being esta-- .
blished, the population of the area
was 30 percent Jewish and 70
percent Arabian. He went on to
say that Israel was responsible for
expelling 50.000 Palestinians
from their native country, and he
scoffed at the Israelis for calling
this action the "war of libera-
tion." He pointed out that since
then when a group has fought for
liberation, they have identified
themselves with the Palestinians,
and not the Israelis.
Many students were surprised by
the extremely negative portrayal
of IsraeL This made sense, for one
of Said's purposes was indeed to
dispel common myths about Is-
raeL Some of the myths he men- -
DanStefaniuk
manity, who will present an aa-dre- ss
entitled. "What Should I Do
With My Life?." on Thursday, No-
vember 3. at 7JO pjn. in McGaw
Chapel.
In Lowry Center, on Friday No-
vember 4. 11 ajn. to 2 pjn.
"Options '89" will host represen-
tatives of international, national,
regional, local, and campus organ-
izations. Some groups, such as
the Peace Corps, Volunteers in
Mission, and the Meimonite Cen-
tral Committee, will be interview-
ing students for positions abroad.
Others, such as die Leukemia So-
ciety. Counseling Center of
Wayne and Holmes Counties, Eve-
ry Woman's House, Habitat for
Humanity. Big Brothers and Sis
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tioned were that Israel has long
wanted peace with the Arabs, and
that the Palestinians left because
they were asked to leave. Said
blamed the media for instilling
these myths into the American
people. He pointed out that for
every Israeli killed there has been
100 Palestinians killed. Further-
more, Said stated that he hated ter-
rorism, but that he also hated hy-
pocrisy and arrogance.
Said ended his speech by exam-
ining the political response that
Palestine has made. He stated that
the P.L.O.. Palestine's only credi-
ble representative, has agreed to
work with IsraeL but Israel refuses
to recognize them. Said concluded
on a somewhat positive note, say-
ing that the new resistance has
brought unity to all Palestinians,
and that the resistance will help
in their continuing challenge to
end the occupation.
One indication of the success of
Said's speech was the heated dis-
cussion it generated. Mike Pepper
said "he was in my opinion the
best speaker we have had yet. Af-
ter seeing both Eban and Said I
would have to side with the Pales-
tinians.'' Other first-ye- ar students,
however, held differing views on
Said's message. Geoffrey O'Brien
felt that, "he had a much more
passionate speech than Abba
Eban. but he put too much blame
on Israel." Furthermore, some stu-
dents disagreed with certain as-
pects of Said's talk. Jenny Fabens
thought that, "he had some good
facts, but he ruined his argument
with too many sob stories." Rob
Purvis felt that, "he made Yassar
Arafat look too good. Said said he
hated violence, yet he supported a
terrorist like Arafat."
Rather than deliver a safe lecture.
Said chose instead to present a




ters, and the American Friends -
Service Committee, will be
- present to discuss volunteer and
other opportunities. Community
Action of Wayne and Medina has
internships available for math, so-
ciology, or other majors who are
interested in researchstatistics
data analysis. Also present at
this Information Fair will be
many student groups on campus
looking to recruit new volunteers.
The program is designed to pro-
vide a wide variety of options for
all students. If you are interested
in widening your horizons
through human service, communi-
ty action, or international per-
spectives, we look forward to see-





Voices from the past:
Robinhood
I knew I was in trouble; I had
brought a person five hundred
years into the future, and he had
painted a picture of Noah's Ark on
a chapel. My technique appeared
to be all wrong. Even my time
machine's computer swore at me.
So, in a desperate attempt to do
something right. I decided that,
instead of bringing these folks
into the present in their early
twenties. I would bring them in as
children or teenagers so that they
could grow accustomed to our era.
I plucked Robin Hood out of the
Middle Ages, and planted him in a
suburb of New York City. October
--V 1951. After watching a fa-- i
mous baseball playoff game (I was
there to see Bobby Thomson's
home run), I journeyed back to
1988 and went to interview him.
He too owned an office in
Washington D.C., a modest one
with pictures of his family and of
President Reagan. He greeted me
himself, and went into a long and
winding story when I asked him
how he had done in such an ad-
vanced era.
"Well, you see, old chap, our
area rapidly grew into a shun; it .
grew worse when the Dodgers left '
Brooklyn. I spent a lot of time
on the streets, getting involved
with the wrong crowds. Just petty
crimes, like shoplifting and such,
but I was clearly headed down the
wrong road."




"Oh. I most certainly did. If a
family or individual was in need
of money. I would go out and
steal it, then give it to them. My
partner. Little John, and I became
quite adept at escaping the local
police; we left many unsolved
crimes in the New York area.
"We were so successful, in
fact, that we began to spread our
business nationwide. Even after
the Welfare Act passed in the
1960s, we had lot of work to
do; there are just so many people
that need help in this country.
It's a hundred times the size of
jolly old England.
"Anyway, I was one of the
, leaders of the sixties ' protest
movements, continuously calling
for less aid to Vietnam and more
aid to the poor.. While I was in-
volved there, we pulled off even
more robberies. The FJJX just
couldn't hold us down. Finally,
though, around 1980 I stopped."
I had absolutely no desire to
hear this, but I asked anyway.
"Why?"
"Because of what it was doing .
to them. Instead of moving up,
the poor were content to remain
poor. It wasn't just us, it was the
entire federal government. The
bQls the Democrats passed to aid
the poor simply made them depen-de- nt
upon federal aid. Not only
mat, but it was costing the gov-
ernment money, creating mon-
strous deficits. --There is a better
answer." he stated firmly.
Continued pace 8 ',
Buy your yearbook Now
Saturday is the last day to buy an
Index for $25. After Saturday the
price will go up to $28.
The Index will have a table in the
front of Lowry Saturday from
10am -- 3pm
Seniors who had their portraits
taken in September should check
their proofs Saturday if theyhaven't done so already.
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There ii? What is itf"
The Republicans, .that's what
it is. The welfare reform bill that
Congress just passed an idea
supported by George Bush all the
way. We have been sending the
poor the wrong message. They
have lost the initiative to move
forward under all of these aid pro-
grams; instrad. they just sit back
and collect a paycheck. Not that
some don't need help - a fair
amount of people are disabled and
must go on welfare to feed a fami-
ly. The people we're targeting are
those that are able to work, but
don't want to. They form a large
number of welfare recipients, and
it's time we told them to get ajob.
"And . not only will we give
them the incentive to get jobs,but to enter college, too. If a
poor person wants uk he should
t:-.--;
yuui uic.
be able to go. George Bush has
proposed tax-fr- ee savings bonds
to make it easier for parents to
pay for tuition. And, despite what
people think, he wants to contin-
ue the college work-stud- y program
and low-inco- me student loan pro-
gram. In fact, he wants to expand
the income-continge- nt loan pro-
gram."
"So. those are the reasons I
should vote for George Bush," I
ascertained, praying that he
wouldn't engage in a long speech.
However, everything else has
gone wrong in this adventure, so
naturally this did. too.
"Right! While Dukakis has
been more lenient towards crimi-
nals with the Massachusetts fur-
lough program. Bush has actually
been devising ways to aid the
poor, as long as they want to --
share in the cost. That is never
There are other reasons that
1
.TO
I a r -- TUT
too much to ask of sameone.
Bush would make a fine President,
though. He wants to expand our
agricultural markets and find new
uses for these products. If there
can be 200 uses for the peanut,
surely we can develop many more
for other things. Do you know
what Dukakis said?"
"He said farmers should grow
Belgian endive as a solution to
the farm problem. How many colle-
ge-level people even know what
in blazes that is? Anyway, back
to Bush: He supports limiting the
capital gains tax to fifteen percent
on investments held for one year
or more. He wants to see Ameri-
can entrepreneurship thrive once
again, so we can once again com-
pete in the world market.
"Contrary to popular belief,
he will not touch Social Security.





Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburgh-sponsore- d
Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-da- y odyssey
aboard the American-bui- lt S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-1- 5 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
IndiaRirkey, the Soviet Union,Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
For full information, including catalog and application,
call 1-412-64- 8-7490, Or write Semesterat Sea,





Then prepare for the
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to reduce the alarming budget defi-
cit. But, he cant reduce k alone;
the Democrats must stop spending
enormous amounts of money to
make people dependent upon gov-
ernment, and instead keep work-
ing with the Republicans to make
Americans - black and white, rich
and poor, men, women, and chil-
dren independent and proud of it.
We intend to make America great,
and great for all the people.
1 must go now. but I have
one more thing to share with you.
One of the folks my band of Mer-
ry People helped wis a fellow who
had been out of work for some
time. We gave him everything he
needed for some time, but one
day. one of our social workers
convinced him to invest the mon-
ey we gave him. He started his
own business with a few dollars
and some fabric A .year later, the
first Pound Puppy went out on the
t 'October '24?; 1988 m
market, and the man soon became
a millionaire. The Republicans ,
gave him that opportunity; the
Democrats would have just been
content to let him continue col-
lecting government money.
Think about it," he concluded.
I left his office a happier per-
son, knowing not only that this
second member of my "Voices
from the Past" experiments met
with some success, but that
George Bush was a very good
choice for President. He had
changed my vote, and was work-
ing to change others. Hopefully,
he would succeed. Like that man
he spoke of. whom I had heard
about on Paul Harvey's Rest of the
Story radio program, anybody
could succeed, as long as they
were given a chance. George




Phis 1 Pizza Is proud to bring our daactous 2 for 1
pizzas to Via Woostar araa. Wa usa only tha Unas! and
trashaat ingradhtnls In our pizzas and ara wWI daMwr
tham hot to your door in 29 mlnutas or lass,
guaranteed. VMt our new restaurant or order our




Sunday through Thursday. 1 00am - 12:00am
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in partnership with people in need
in over 300 North American cities
and in over 60 different sites in
25 developing countries. The pro-
gram follows Fuller's theology of
the hammer, "although people
may disagree on all sorts of
things, we all-ca- n agree on a naiL
and the use of the hammer as an
instrument to manifest God's
love."
Habitat has beigcctsful .Jbe-cao- se
of Fuller's organization and
inspirational skills. There is an
international headquarters, and
several regional headquarters, but
all affiliated projects are autono-
mous such that need only to fol--
low some simple by-la- ws of the







629 Beall Ave. N.E.
264-840- 4
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Explaining the origins of
Habitat for Humanity
by DAVE DRUIN
Habitat for Humanity Interna-
tional, a program devoted to pro-
viding the world's homeless with
at least a "simple, decent place"
to live, was founded by a million-
aire, Millard Fuller. This grass-
roots organization was inspired
by Clarence Jordan and the Koini-n- a
Farms. It was there that Mil-
lard and his wife Linda retreated to
patch their marital differences and
where the idea of "making shelter
begin a matter of conscience" be-
came Millard's most important
and quite successful obsession.
Millard made his money in a
mail order business with, one of
his roommates from college. Full-
er went to law school in Georgia
where he still practices. His wife
Linda became frustrated with Mil-
lard's obsession with making
money to the point of divorcing
him. In an effort to save his
marriage, Millard did just as Jesus
has asked us all to do. "...sell all
your worldly possession and fol-
low Me." The Fullers sold their
houses, speed boats, and cars and
went to retreat and to be with God
within the Christian community
of Koinraa. .JT.'.t. for Ifigrvnity.
was born to i eJ ie message of"
Clarence Jordon - The Cotton .
Patch Gospel - and the message of
'Love in Action.' .
Today Habitat for Humanity In-
ternational, an ecumenical Chris-






' are free to choose the people they
want to live in the houses they
build or reconstruct, they are free
to. choose what type of houses to
build, and the affiliate is responsi
ble for acquiring their own funds --
but each affiliate must tithe to the
international headquarters to spon-
sor international projects. The
program has blossomed such that
a new affiliate is starting almost
every week, and with the new idea
of including Campus Chapters as a
member of Habitat for Humanity
ever increasing family, new re-
sources are tapped to better spread
the message of Habitat for Human-
ity, "Our love should not be just
words and talk, it must be true
love which shows itself in ac-
tion." I John 3:18.
The Campus Chapters of Habitat
for Humanity and the Wayne coun-
ty affiliate welcome Millard Fuller
to Wooster as he presents to the
College community the question:
What should I do with the rest of
my life? He speaks at McGaw
Chapel on Thursday November 3
at 7:30 pjn. All are welcome to
be inspired and to be amazed at
this dynamic and powerful speak-
er, me executive director of Habi-


























Little Caesars9 to estlng roll on






. .invites you to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Masters of Arts In Teaching
degree to liberal arts graduates Interested In teaching
high school science, mathematics, English, and social
studies. Generous financial aid Is available to qualified
students. For more information write to: George E. De
Boer. Chairperson. Department of Education. Colgate
University. Hamilton. NY 13346 Phone: (315) 824-100- 0.
Basketball Cheerleader Tryouts
November 9, 7:30 p.m. ,
Tryouts will be in the Mezzanine Gym
for more info, please call
Kim Strollo or Kim Phillips (2666)
reg .790 SALE .690 ; - ' ) I
i .
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Women's soccer clinches winning season
by TOM STEFANIK
This past week, the women's
soccer team won two out of their
three games. Last Wednesday the
Lady Scots faced a strong team
from Kenyon and lost by the nar-
row margin of 1-- 0, but bounced
back to win their remaining two
games at home. Last Saturday they
defeated Geneva by a score of 2-- 1
and rose to the occasion again on
Tuesday to outlast Ohio Wesley an
1-- 0 on a lone goal by junior half-
back Kathy Dolan. The team's fi-
nal record is 9-5-- 2, with an
N.C.A.C. record of 2-2-- 2. The
scoring leader was once again Ca-
thie Docherty who ended her sec-
ond season with 34 points ( IS
goals and 4 assists ) Barb Rod-
ger was second with 11 points.
Wooster out scored their oppo-
nents 36-3- 3 and had a 2.06 goals
against average.
Field Hockey continues hot streak
in 2-- 1 victory over Kenyon
by KATHY OSTA
The women's field hockey team
clinched the third place seed for
the upcoming State Tournament
with their 2-- 1 victory over Ken- - :
yon. Wooster had tied th Kenyon
'team in a double overtime earlier
in the season and was able to
avenge this tie on Saturday.
Saturday's game was far from
smooth. In the words of senior
co-capt- ain Jessica Skolnikoff,
"the women did what they had to
do." Sophomore Kathy "I feel
really queer writing my own
name" Osta started off the action
with a goal fifteen minutes into
the first half. Kenyon retaliated'
with a goal and the first half end-
ed with a tie at one goal apiece.
The second half, in the frustrat-
ed words of senior Nancy Walther,
KATHY DOLAN, 10, rallies
player.
"dragged on forever" with both
teams resorting to a "hit and run"
style of play. Finally, first-ye- ar
student Aimee Zedlitz put Wooster
ahead with a goal twenty minutes
into the half. Wooster held on and
came up with a much needed victo-
ry-
This win marked the Lady Scot's
seventh in a row and, as a result,
the women captured second place
in the conference (OK, so we're
tied with Dcnison) and were seeded
third for the state tournament.
On Monday, the women trav-
elled to Kent, Ohio to face the
leader in the Division I Middle
American Conference (MAC), Kent
State. This competition marked a
defeat for the Lady Scots. Howev-
er, the challenge provided great
experience for the obstacles which
After a quick and bloody start,
with many elbows accidentally
catching other team's runners in
the rib cage, senior co-capt- ain
Brent 'terminal bronchitis' Bun-
nell pulled out to lead the Wooster
pack. Close behind Bunnell wasjunior Jon lose your lunch' Par-te- e,
who was often challenged by
Tom 'I will learn to turn on my
alarm clock' Turriff. Closing out
the pack was Tom 1 had trouble
breathing ...honestly' Rowley
and Boing 'what's his real name
anyway? Boyer.






for ball with Ohio Wesleyan
lay ahead for the team.
Wooster faces three hurdles in
the upcoming weekend: Oberlin,
Denison, and Ohio Wesleyan. re-
spectively. The women will take
these challenges one at a time,
clinging to their committment to
win. The team is extremely confi-
dent with their ability to defeat all
three of these talented teams. Jun-
ior co-capt-ain Libby Bacon assert-
ed that "we have worked hard all
season and we are ready for this
tournament; we deserve the cham-
pionship."
The tournament will be held at
Kenyon College and if all goes
well, (Jessica now thinks I am
jinxing the team) the women will
play at 10 a.m. on Friday and will
compete in two games on Satur-
day.
happy to see that their technique
of "packing" the runners was used
by the Wooster athletes in the
race. The first, second, third, and
fourth runners all finished within
ten places of each other. Unfortu-
nately, the runners didn't under-
stand that the "pack" had to be
near the front.
This weekend, the defending
NCAC Champion Varsity Cross
Country team returns to their imm-
aculately-groomed golf course
and hopefully fair weather for
the conference championship at
Denison.
Men's C.C. fights the elements
at Kent State Invitational
by THE SICK AND THE "SCRUBS"
Daunted by the forty degree tem-
perature and ' drizzling rain, the
. really wimpy Wooster Men's Var-
sity Cross Country team elected to
pull out of the Kent State Invita- -
' tional this past weekend. Coach
Craig Penney and Coach Dennis
Rice had to pull together a team
of five men who were not afraid of
getting their spikes wet. Coach
Rice said before the race, "I have
the utmost confidence that these
men will overcome the odds and
finish the race."
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Gridsters blow out Oberlin
by PAUL JACOBUS
For coach Bob Tucker and his
1988 College of Wooster football
team, it was a long awaited day of
celebration this past Saturday as
the Scots finally registered their
first victory of the season by de-
feating the Oberlin Yeomen by a
score of 26-- 6. Having posted an
overall record of 0-- 6 entering the
contest, the victory was also made
special by the fact that every ros-ter- ed
player saw action and con-
tributed to the win for the first
time this season. The triumph
moved the Scots to 1-- 6 overall
and, for the players and coaches,
it proved to be much more than
just a check in the victory column
as it was just right prescription
for the ailing team enthusiasm.
Judging from recent rivalries be-
tween Wooster and Oberlin, coach
Tucker was well aware of the Yeo-
men's explosive capabilities and
had his squad fully prepared by the
time the opening whistle had
blown. In a game that was marked
by 'extremely cold and wet condi-
tions, the Scots flew out of the
starting gates to capture a 6--0 lead
in the games initial quarter on
some crafty running by first-ye- ar
Brian Grandison.
Unlike last week's heartbreaking
loss to Case, th team relied en a ,
stout defense which shut down vir-
tually every Oberlin scoring threat
and combined it with a wide open
offensive attack featuring a mix-
ture of passes and runs that kept
the Yeomen defense confused all
day. Senior quarterback and co-capt- ain
Craig Lombardi hit pay
dirt late in the second quarter giv-
ing the Scots not only the lead
going into the intermission, but
an advantage of intensity and mo-
mentum that the team would not
relinquish the rest of the day.
Brian Grandison capped off one
of the best scoring drives of the
season to open the second half
within which the Scots marched
Women's C.C.
by SHADE WHITES EL
Last Saturday, during the walk-
ing of the course a custom before
every meet, the Wooster Wom-
en's Cross-Countr- y team voiced
many complaints along the lines
of Tm freezing. Tm wet, and I
have never been so miserable in
my entire life. The coaches mere-
ly laughed and told the women to
get warmed up and run.
Taking the coaches' word
as law, the women ran hard
against the three other teams;
Kent State, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, and John Carroll.
Splashing through the mud
puddles, Sue Louis finished
strongly in 21:12. Netty Link,
80 yards following the kickoff
with a three yard scoring run to
make the score 19-- 0. The drive,
which consisted of all running
plays, was highlighted by the im-
pressive blocking of unsung he-
roes Andy Nicholson, E.C. Pelaia,
Tom Solak, Dave Zinck, Dave
Williams, and Pat Makeima who
continually blew apart the Oberlin
defense.
Grandison would later capitalize
on another impressive Wooster
scoring drive with his third touch-
down run of the game before Tuck-
er called off the "Dawgs" in favor
of the reserve players who per-
formed extremely well in their
first action of the year. The Yeo-
men avoided the humiliating shut-
out by scoring a touchdown late
in the fourth quarter.
Offensively, the team turned in
their best performance of the year
led by the efforts of Brian Grandi-
son who was named NCAC Offen-
sive Player of the Week by rush-
ing for 144 yards on 24 carries
and three touchdowns. Senior quar-
terback Craig Lombardi also con-
tinued his hot streak by complet-
ing 10 of 18 passes for 139 yards
but most of the credit should be
given to the offensive line who
controlled the line of scrimmage
the entire game.
The defensive corps;,wajonce
again led by the stellar" play of
junior linebacker Geoff Belz who
answered the task of covering for
injured counterpart Jeff Price by
responding with 14 tackles. Also,
senior safety Scott Izzo continued
to impress the coaching staff, by
intercepting his second pass of
the season to go along with his
12 tackles.
With the- - overall team attitude
and level of enthusiasm up follow-i- n
lact wftlr'c viffnrv tti Crvre
will try to make it two in a row
this weekend as they return home
to take on the Lords from Kenyon
at Severcnce Stadium.
fair well
braving the cold in her bare legs
and singlet, followed close behind
in 21:23. Beth Blakemore ran
through the soggy grass to finish
in 21:35. Making a strong finish
up the last two hills. Amy Thayer
ran' 23:02. Shade Whitesel com-
pleted the top five with her finish
in 23:10. Racing smartly and
competively over the tough
course. Beth Toole finished up in
23:54. Cris Lyon improved her
time yet again and ran 24:59.
On a positive note. Coach
Craig Penney said it was another
race to gain experience and that
the Women's Cross-Count- ry team
will be ready to compete and race
Continued to page 12
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So the
way I
CJ. MITCHELL ' J
: ft x -
I know its hud to believe, but
the NFL regular season is half
over. No one expected this sea-
son to be as weird as last year's
strike season. It is close, though.
Quaterbacks have been injured left
and right. Drug suspensions and
good teams playing like mediocre
teams and mediocre teams playing
like great teams so what is go-
ing on?
Perhaps the biggest surprise of
the season teamwise is the Cin-
cinnati Bengals who are 7-- 1 and
leading the AFC Central division
by 2 games. When it comes to my
Bengals I am a biased observer,
but they are playing ' great and
winning soundly with a potent of-
fense and a young, mean defense.
The last half of their schedule is'
not a cake walk., with games
against Cleveland this week and
Houston (both away) and Wash-
ington and Buffalo (both at
home). Buffalo is a story of its
Right now 1 would have to say
the Bills are the favorite to repre-
sent the AFC in the Super BowL
The combination of Kelly at quar-
terback and thier tough defense is
a winning one. And we all know
that defense wins more games
than offense. Just ask Denver who
just lost to Pittsburgh to go 4--4.
FJway cannot do it all.
The NFC has not looked as
good as in past years. San Fran-
cisco, the New York Giants and
Washington are all 5-- 3. And San
Fran lost to Atlanta at home in
blow out. Who would ever imag-
ine that?
The Bears have come out with
fire in their eyes since losing to
Minnesota af home and have gone
7-- 1. Jim McMahon does not
handle losing very well and he is
having the best season of his ca-
reer. Chicago has proved them-
selves to be an excellent team af-
ter the injuries and retirements
that they had to absorb at the
start. They should meet Buffalo in
Miami in January.
Are the 7-- 1 Saints for real? Who
knows?
This Quaterback injury contro-
versy is over as far as I am con-
cerned.' One player' does nor an
NFL-- team'irake J'In the case f the'
Cleveland Browns, it is a lame ex-
cuse for 3 losses. It is the
Browns' own fault that they did
not have capable backups, and if
CttmSd'Staef1 trf'ftdt "play1
weTTaTtierTJerrue's win over Phoe-- '
nix. then what will the excuse be-- '
come?
Granted Bernie is good...or
grerft; whichever' you prefer, but;
be is just one of 22 players on
the field. The same goes for
Washington's Williams. Seattle's
Krieg. Houston's Moon.. .and so
on. The way I see it Stop crying
and play footbalL And Cleveland
fans what will the excuse be Mon-
day morning?? Go Bengals!!!
Far
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Scots win tourney, lose to Oberlin
by PETE "MAD DOG" MACK
The men's soccer team travelled
to Calvin College (Michigan) last
week in an attempt to bring home
their first trophy in two years and
they did just that. They opened
the weekend with a 5-- 0 victory
over Grand Rapids Baptist who
entered the tournament with a 10--3
record. Chuck Crawford led the
scoring with two brilliant goals
while Josh Stamberg. Mark Red-fea- m
and Ian Banda each added
one goal apiece.
The Scots then advanced to the
finals where they faced a tough
team from Calvin College. The
team wasted no time in proving
that they came to win as sopho-
more Ian Banda scored two abso-
lutely beautiful goals in the first
half to give the Scots a command-
ing 2-- 0 lead at the half. The sec-
ond half was more of the same.
.
Adam "pretty boy" Brewer decided
to' show Calvin that he wasn't
only out there to look good and
cleanly placed the ball in the back
of the net (without mussing his
hair). Theft came-- the grand finale.
Jay Rembe. a man of poise and
face-Cas- e Western Reserve Satur-
day in what will be their final
home game of the season. We
would love your support in what
will be our last effort in proving
ourselves worthy of a- - national
bid. - . , '
Lastly, I would like to congratu-
late Bob "bulldog" Nye on the
200th win of his career which
came against Calvin College. He
goes beyond just being a good
coach; he is truly a good man. His
patience is probably his most ad-
mirable quality as witnessed by
his words following the Oberlin
defeat. "If the better team always
won. there wouldn't be any point
in playing the game. And you
were the better team." Well
coach. I guess it just wasn't our
day. Thanks just the same.
concentration, slammed home his
first goal since freshmen
(er... first-ye- ar student) year. What
was so amazing was the fact that
Jay controlled the ball in a heavi-
ly populated area and then neatly
placed the ball off the post and
into the goal, a move that even
' Ian Banda --hesitates to use. '.The
Scots finished the game with a 4--
Volleyball snaps 'losing streak
by ERDCA SEYFRIED
-- in rv-- nrashmgLJ victory? The-Wbos- terrLady Scot volleyball '
team defiled it's opponent, Deni-so- n
University, last weekend in
the team's first home game of the
'
season.- -
Senior co-capt-ain Julie GiUmore
said. Tm really psyched about our
win against Denison. We played
well, and I'm sure when we play
Ohio Wesleyan on Saturday (at
11:00 a-- m. well be victorious."
iCeacb SjoUh.;jadde4r .? . the .
women think together well and is
confident that the team will
triumph over Ohio Wesleyan.
The Lady Scots' record now
stands at 3-- 23 (2--3 in NCAC).
Senior co-capta- in Kathy Klein
(Nashville TemWBrcntwood) con-
tinues to lead with 194 kills while
Gilmor has 3S2 assists.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
The Graduate School
of public policy Studies
MASTER'SPH.D. PROGRAM
IN PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS AND
MANAGEMENT
J. Randall Dempsey will be on campus
to discuss the program and career
opportunities.
November 9, 1&0 a.m. - 5tf0 p.m.
- Lowry Center
FOR UORE INFORMATION PLEASE
CALL 263-249- 6
Interested students with any major are
welcome to attend these meetings.
Study policy issues Including: Urban
Fiscal Stress, Health Care, Housing,
International Trade, Economic
Development, Taxation, Regulation,
Federalism, Welfare, Energy, Arms
Control, Immigration, etc.
0 victory. Defensively, the Dogs
once again prevailed, allowing
only fourteen shots on goal
throughout the entire weekend and
increasing their shutout record to
twelve games. .
The Scots also had four players
named to me all-toumam- ent team
including Kirk Neureiter. Chuck
'Crawford. Pete Mack, and the
MVP of the tournament. Ian Ban-
da.
The Scots looked as though
they were headed for a conference
championshipo and --a national
playoff bid when disaster struck.
Wednesday of this week, the learn
faced off with Oberlin who had en-
tered the game with only two
losses for the year but were still
considered the underdogs. The
Scots were on the board first,
(courtesy of Ian Banda). but then
Murphy's Law took over because
everything that could have gone
wrong did. By halftime, Ober-
lin was on top 2-- 1 for the remain-
der. Oberlin spoiled the Scots'
chance for an NCAC champion-
ship and possibly their chance for





The soccer team's super sopho-
more Ian Banda and football's
Brian Grandison were named North
Coast Athletic Conference Player
of the Week . in their respective
sports this past week.
Banda. who has be
tal in leading the Scot i
to 12-2- -3 overall record in one of
their finest seasons in the pest
few yean, scored seven goals and
assisted on one other during three
games. Perhaps his best perfor-
mances came in the Calvin Col-
lege tournament as he helped the
Scots bring home the first place
trophy by being named the Most
Valuable Player of the tournament.
Banda currently leads the NCAC
in scoring with 19 goals and 4 as--
sists and needs only three more
goals to break the Wooster single
season record for goals m a sea-
son.
Grandison. a first-ye- ar tailback-fro- m
Akron. Ohio, has been a
welcomed addition to Coach Bob ,
Tucker's backfield and has re-
sponded by averaging nearly 70
yards rushing per game.' He was
named Player of the Week follow-
ing a very impressive performance
mis past week against Oberlin in
which he rushed for 144 yards on
24 carries to lead the Scots to
their first win of the season.
Grandison is currently ranked sev-
enth among league rushers with
476 yards on 79 carries and has
also added to the passing game by
catching 10 passes for 167 yards. ,
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Women's C.C.
Continued from page 10
at the Conference meet this Satur-
day. She added, "I the women are
looking forward to the challenge
with excitement, yet we can't take
anything for granted." The Scots
must finish as one of the top
three teams in order to go on to
Regional.
Amnesty
Continued from page 6
generated and sent to the involved
government. Half of the time, re-







soon after Amnesty takes up their
case. An amazing record, indeed.
This is the focus of the Am-
nesty International group on cam-
pus. From Paraguay to Poland.
China to Chile, individual cases
are discussed and letter writing is
conducted. If you want to become
involved with Amnesty Interna-
tional, our meetings are every
other Monday at 6:00 pjn. in the
Faculty Lounge, located at the top
of the front stairway in Lowry.
Our next meeting will be on No-
vember 7. We have a lot of activ-
ities planned, and we want your
input. If you want to be placed
on our mailing list, contact Do-
rothea Pousoulides, Box 2506.
Human Rights are too precious to
be taken for granted.
to help ymi
ireaclh. $kdoto
Cleveland-Marsha- ll College ofLaw
l - v..
TheOevelancWtoshall
placement office was a
great help to me m my
job searching. During my
first year, I used the job
placement board and the
job file. In my second





Ckvdand-Marsha- fl College of Law invites you to
an Open House. VbuU meet our faculty, staff; and
students and team about our program, admission
requirements, and career opportunities.
Select a date that's convenient for you and




Us. I plan to attend:
Minority Law Day 1 General Open House
November 12. 1988 December 3. 1988
9-3- 0 a--
m. to 12 noon 9JO a.m. to 12 noon
n No. I'm unable to attend an Open House but please send me an application
and catalog
The Office of Admissions
Cleveland-Marsha- ll College of Law
1801 Euclid Avenue. LB 111
Cleveland State University Cleveland. Ohio 44115
THE WOOSTERj VOICE -
IPO did you know- .-
That a representative of the
University of Leicester England
wijl be on campus on Wednesday.
November 2, between 11 pjn. and
2 p.m. in the Lobby of Lowry.
Attention science majors, this
man is a member of the Universi-
ty of Leicester Chemistry Depart-
ment.
That a representative of the
University of Lancaster England
win be on campus all day Friday,
November 4. Watch for- - posters
listing times and places. This is
also a good program for science
majors.
That a representative of the
School for International Training
from the Experiment in Interna-
tional Living will be on campus
all day Friday. November 4.
' Watch for posters listing times
and places.
SAB Announcements
Films: Wait Until Dark, Friday.
Oct. 28. 7:00 pjn. and Saturday.
Oct. 29. 9:30 pjn. Young Fran-
kenstein, Friday. 9:30 pjn. and
Saturday. 7:00 pjn.
Ichabods: Friday. Oct. 28. DJ.
Rick Dayton. 11:00 p.m. 'till
2:00 ajn. Saturday. Oct, 29. DJ.
Wendy Brown. 11:00 pjn. "till
2.-0-0 a.m.
Spotlight Showcase: Featuring
Smith Sisters. Mom's Truck Stop.
Saturday. Oct. 29. 8:30 pjn. 'till
11:30 pjn.
Lowry Center Art Exhibit: Tex--
MattHtestand





Hometown: Old Fort OH
October 28, 1988
tile Sculpture by Georgine Aledul-la- h.
Lowry Center Art Wall. Oct.
30 till Nov. 19.
Pit Flicks: Thursday. Oct. 27.
Lowry Center Pit. during dinner.
S.A.B. BRINGS DIVERSI-
TY FOR YOU ON THE CAM-
PUS.
Internships in Oregon
Meet our new Coordinator of the
Portland Urban Semester Program.
Peter Fornara, and find out what is
available for student off-camp- us
internships. loin him for dinner
on Wednesday. November 2. in
Lowry Center room 249 at 6 pjn.
For individual appointments, con-





Congratulations to the GTE Academic AO-Amsric- ans
They are the leaders of the team. But what makes them even more special is their
outstanding academic records. They are the GTE Academic Afl-America- ns, selected by
the College Sports Information Qrectors of America (CoSI DA) for being high achievers
in the game as wen as the classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this
36-year-o- ld program and- - congratulates these student-athlet- es on their Academic
AJJ-Amen- can acnevements.
Simidevetand State SELECTED BY CoSIDAUniversity
tmUS
